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ABSTRACT

Generalized fourth order differential equations of gravitation are

derived. Though similar to those earlier obtained by Lanczos, the

present derivation is based on more general assumptions. The geometry-

gravity dualism-is discussed and the nonlinearity of gravitation is shown

to be constrained by the curvature of space.
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1, INTRODUCTION

The free-field gravitational equations of EinBteln's theory of

general relativity (GR) can be obtained by employing the Hilbert

variational principle in which the Lagrangian is identified with the

scalar curvature R. But the thus resulting equations, though successfully

describe the weak-field gravity, disappointingly lead to a pathological

description of nature in the strong-field limit. Hence, a need has arisen

for modifying them In order to avoid this kind of flaw. Various schemes of

modification were put forward in some of which the Lagrangian is constructed

in such a way that It includes, besides the linear terms, terms nonlinear in

R. The improvement made, In this respect, by Kilmister, Yang and others [l]

indicates that the required modification of GR should be made solely within

the frame of Riemannian geometry, excluding other (nongeometrical) types of

Lagrangian forms. Without specifying how the Lagrangian should depend

on R, gravitational equations with a very general Lagrangian would impose

conditions on its structure so that a well-behaved metric can be achieved

for all values of the energy spectrum. Such equations had been first

obtained by Lanezos [2]. Being motivated by the electromagnetic analogy

he imposed the variation upon the Hamiltonian function H, which he assumed

depending only on the metric tensor ~W -1(x) = g~ (x) and the curvature

tensor R (x), as field variables, i.e.

g

where R is defined as usual by:
14V
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with

and

(3)

In this paper we employ instead t an invariant function representing the

Lagrangian density and incorporating as field variables, all possible

derivatives of the metric tensor. We assume,
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together with (I*), the left-hand aide of IT) yields

= f (x* (5)

where £ is the general Lagrangian density and g(x) the determinant of where

*- — >f?
f

2. A NEW DERIVATION FOE THE GRAVITATIONAL EQUATIONS

By allowing in (5) the first derivative of g we do not at

first, assume the validity of the equivalence principle, which will be

a posteriori confirmed ensuring the generality of our assumption.

Now we apply the variation to the H-dimensional action integral

(6)

so that il = 0. By integrating by parts we will come to the following

Euler-Lagrange differential equations [3] which constitute necessary and

sufficient conditions for I to be stationary, i.e.

r

(A)
AI"

The boundary term correspondinR to (7) can be set to zero by assuming that

g and its derivatives vanish at the limits of Integration.

Then by using the tensorial relations

The first term on the right-hand side of (7) gives the following expression

-A ^;x - / JZ> c > j . (12)

where the semi-colon means the covariant differentiation and where we denote

(13)

By virtue of (2), (3) and (It) the coefficients C^V and hence the

expression (12) vanish, which signifies that the inclusion of the first

derivative of g gives no contribution to the Lagrangian density (5) and

thus conforms with the equivalence principle.

The second term on the right-hand side of (7) gives the following

contribution

with

3R

MIA*
(15)

which by the use of (2), (3) and (4) yields,

and

(8)

(9)

(16)

Now "by conveniently renaming the repeated indices in the last three

terms and then by lowering the indices u and u of C ve get,
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r.imiliirly we obtain

where the D'Alem"bertian operator is given by the covariant notation,

(17)

(18)

(19)

further, any other terms on the right-hand side of (7) with n > 2 will

yield no contribution to the field equations in view of the definition of

R and its contraction given in (2) and (It). Finally, by collecting

expressions (IT) and (18) in (lit) and hence with (10) substituted in (7) we

obtain the following set of sixteen fourth order differential equations of

the gravitational field in the covariant form, i.e.

(20)

These tensorial equations reduce to Einstein's tensor if X- is set to be

equal to R, i.e.for JT = R,

I-U "= ,R=0 , (21)

which will describe the weak gravitational field in the free space.

FqG.(2Q) which exhaust the maximum possible geometrical content of

sipacctime is^in fnct,a rigorous condition of how, generally, geometry should

no linked with f.rtivity. The Hilhert-Einstein Lagrangian would correspond to

a :-,pr;i:-ial mn.nl fes tat ion of gravity-geometry dualism, and thus GR does not

nccef.r.arily enoompns;; other subtle features of gravity.
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The nonlinear Lagrangians of Kilmister-Yang type models represent

a relatively wider area of gravitational phenomena where strong gravity is

better described "by allowing nonsingular solutions [k] for the gravitational

equations. This implies that \>y further departure from the linear

R-Lagrangian, the singular behaviour in the strong gravitational field can

be avoided. Therefore we conclude that any Lagrangian causing the terms

with ^ and £^ in (20) to vanish, will not be reliable for providing

a comprehensive description of gravity. A non-singular metric based on a

very general Lagrangian, and which is aimed to describe, regularly, both

weak and strong gravity is considered elsewhere [5].

In the end we admit that although Eqs.(20) had been first derived

by Lanczos, our present derivation advantageously explains how

Riemannian geometry imposes a restriction on the nonlinearity of gravity.

Namely, within this geometry there is no possibility of having gravitational

equations of a differential order higher than the fourth.
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